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Scott Eric Williams is a self-taught artist from
Cape Town and 2019 Andrew Mellon Award
winning artist. Williams uses diverse media, which
range from sculpture with recycled materials
and weaving to zines and Wheatpaste street art.
Williams is moved to create empathetic work,
with an intention to pro-actively contribute to a
multifaceted image of African identity. Scott’s work
contemplates experiences of migration, land, hope
and trade within inner-city contexts. Through his
use of urban detritus and site specific materials he
strives to make sense of city life. As a solo artist he
has exhibited at Eclectica Contemporary, Gallery
MOMO, Dyman Contemporary, Geumgang Nature
Art Biennale and UCT Michaelis – amongst others.
As a founding member of the collective Burning
Museum (2012-2015) Williams’ work is strongly
characterized by themes of archive, remembrance
and marginalized histories. Burning Museum
have exhibited at The Centre for African Studies
– UCT, Brundyn+, Kunsthaus Dresden and on the
streets of Cape Town. His other work includes
Youth Facilitation at The District Six Museum,
Research & Multimedia Archiving at Africa
South Art Initiative and writing for Artthrob.

Burning Museum
(as a member of the collective)

“The Burning Museum(BM) is a collaborative
interdisciplinary collective rooted in Cape
Town, South Africa. The space which we find
ourselves in is one which has been scarred
and seared by a historical trajectory of violent
exclusions and silences. These histories form
the foundation of an elusive and at times
omnipotent democracy that occasionally
reveals its muscle in the form of laws and bylaws in public space. It is from this historical
climate and present context that the work
of the Burning Museum engages with
themes such as history, identity, space, and
structures. We are interested in the seen and
unseen, the stories that linger as ghosts on
gentrified street corners; in opening up and
re-imagining space as potential avenues into
the layers of history that are buried within,
under, and between .”

In 2014 Burning Museum was approached by the German collective, Artefakte
Aktivierung and Dr Memory Biwa for the project ‘Artificial Facts’ coincides
with the repatriation of Herero remains taken during colonial genocides from
Germany to Namibia.
In resonance with the topic of repatriation Burning Museum conceptualized
the Manufractured activation. As a catalyst Burning Museum took the
repatriation of the remains of South African journalist, Nathaniel Nakasa,
from The United States of America where he was exiled for his anti-apartheid
writings. The repatriation of Nakasa’s remains was somehow happening at
the same time as that of the Herero remains – yet unrelated. To bring this
heavy subject some levity Burning Museum drew from Nakasa’s writings on
Statelessness to capitalize on public interest in matters of repatriation.As part
of the activation Burning Museum took all attendees on a train journey where
they could see 30 wheatpastes pasted along the walls of the train lines. Each
attendee was given a Manufractured zine and a group of spoken word poets,
The Royal Readers, recited poems inspired by the writings and experiences of
Nakasa.

Manufractured activation, Colaboration with Kunsthaus Dresden. 2014

Manufractured activation, Colaboration with Kunsthaus Dresden. 2014

Manufractured zine, Colaboration with Dr Memory Biwa. 2014

Manufractured zine, inner poster detail

Kort en Vrede
“Kort en Vrede” draws on a multi-layered definition of contemporary
Africanism through the dirty spectacles of a Capetonian South African.
The work is inspired by migrations from within the African continent
to South Africa and reflects on trade (in this instance particularly the
trade methods used by Somali traders), knowledge and culture being
brought into urban South African spaces like Bellville. The work takes
on a very street-savvy, urban, pop-art feel since the primary materials
used to execute the work are a very particular type of shoelaces. This
type of shoelaces called “Crazy laces”, with their various shades of neon
colours, reference 1980’s urban Cape Flats culture.

of Somalian descent. A further 16% of informal businesses are run by
Congolese, Nigerian, Malawian, Tanzanian and Zambian owners.
Bellville’s dominant identity can no longer be considered to be a
predominantly Afrikaans one…the Boerewors curtain…has fallen.
#BOEREWORSCURTAINMUSTFALL? Prior to 1994 the Northern Suburbs of
Cape Town was identified by a “blanket Afrikaans identity” which may have
been constructed by people living in Cape Town’s Southern

These were very popular amongst the youth on the Cape Flats who
would weave them into the eyelets of their North Star Excitement
sneakers instead of the standard, boring methods of lacing them up.
Currently, crazy laces are not stocked in the popular retail stores. To this
end the piece serves as an autobiography – It recalls actual memories
of lived experience from Mitchells Plain in the 80’s. The title is also
autobiographical since it refers to the street corner in Bellville which,
on both loud weekend party nights and business weekdays serve as a
vantage point, a base of operations, a nosey watchtower from which
comings and goings are sometimes viewed.

Suburbs. Seemingly, the Northern Suburbs which was, at that stage, largely
inaccessible to people of colour existed behind a “curtain”, obscured, hidden
from view to anyone outside of its invisible geographic borders. As someone
who lives in this area I can personally attest to a more Afropolitan identity
percolating all the way from the Station as far as Kempenville, Oakdale – and
further. The work “Kort en Vrede” is a humble attempt at developing “A new
language of representation for the 21st Century South” as referred to by
Omar Badshai1 .While it is extremely presumptuous and problematic to try
and do this for an entire continent it is more realistic to address the changes
which are apparent in one’s own neighborhood. And so there’s an activity of
zooming in here…like one would scroll with one’s mouse on a Google
map so that the context refers to an area with its own fingerprint.

Nowadays, these laces are found mainly in wholesale stores, the likes
of which are run by Somalibusiness people. In that way they speak
of African trade systems which exist as a byproduct of the African
Diaspora. The weaving technique employed to create the artwork hints
at a very primitive, rural definition of craft making. One fellow artist,
Lesiba Mabitsela, even commented on the artwork - “It looks like a low
key afro-futurist Kente Cloth”

I start at Africa, then criiiick, crick, crick…scroll in..in towards…Sub-Saharan
Africa.
Then…crick, crick, crrrrr….towards South Africa.
And even further ….crrrrr….towards the Western Cape.
Crrr….Cape Town.
Crrrr…Bellville.
Crrrk…Bellville CBD.

According to statistics released by the Greater Tygerberg Partnership
51% of informal businesses in the Bellville CBD are owned by people

1 Omar Badsha, Panel discussion for Seedtime retrospective exhibition. Iziko South African National
Gallery. 6
June 2015.

Kort & Vrede, Shoelaces woven onto canvas stretching frame, glue & nails. 2015

There we are.
By referencing these aforementioned trade systems and types of knowledge
I hope to question the exclusion of “alternative knowledge systems” or
Afrocentric identities from Bellville’s lexicon. These “alternative knowledge
systems” might seem alternative because they (a) didn’t exist somewhere
before, (b) because the methods used to do business do not seem
conventional / conform to the norms, (c) the way in which the communicate
might seem foreign in context to visual languages , letters used in South
African norms/ contexts2
The main questions that arise from this process are similar ideas to those
proposed by Thenjiwe Nkosi in her presentation at the African Futures
Festival, 28 – 31 October 2015: When does the knowledge cease to be
‘alternative?’3 The question of what is knowledge and how is it produced
and redistributed thru society as a critical concern for those of us invested
in rethinking the idea of Africa’s potential futures? And also her idea that
knowledge produced thru alternative sharing is important because it comes
from the outside of the dominant centre.
But the colourful nature of the work also encapsulates a visceral aspect of
city life. A conversation with Zanele Muholi in November 2016 disrobed the
“Violence implied by laces, you wouldn’t leave laces around someone with
mental illness because of its ‘suicide risk’. Laces taken away from you when
you got to prison”…and my own addition that the prisonlike state of some
Cape Flats neighborhoods serve the Apartheid governments intention to
“give them enough rope to hang themselves” by forcefully dropping people
of colour into spatially violent areas and structures. I can’t tell whether my
answers are right. I don’t even know whether I’m on the right track.
But in the liminal space of creation, in this stream of consciousness
musing I hope that somewhere I start a conversation that speaks to similar
2 Little Mogadishu: Somali Business in Bellville by Scott Williams:
http://www.chimurenganewsroom.org.za/?p=3738
3 Thenjiwe Nkosi – Knowledge Production through Radical Sharing (African Futures Festival, 28 –
31
October 2015)

consciousnesses and adds to the exploration of what an African city looks like.
..Who lives there? …. How do we make it work eventually for all of us who receive
post here?

Klawarritsoesis, Woven shoelace sculpture. 2016

While the work of the creative industries may border on the noble task
of remembering the legacies of heroes – it is arrogant for the artist to
assume that they may come to grips with the essence and full value of our
predecessors’ contributions to our freedoms in short timeframes demanded
by modern realities. In a similar vein Roger Field, in his writing on Art and
the Man: Alex La Guma’s Comics and Paintings, quotes from G. Duby,
‘Memories with No Historian’, Yale French Studies 59 (Rethinking His-tory)

Hence, the representation of the artists engagement with the archive of Alex
Le Guma is presented as a sketch. (Sketch representing a quick drawing or a
brief general account/ presentation, a short scene or play) The engagement
with the Alex Le Guma’s archive reveals his love for use of the media such as
analogue video (in personal documentation) , cartooning and the writing of
plays for performance on radio – amongst others. Le Guma used these media
to serve as tools for spreading the ideas of the liberation movement in South
Africa. All of these artistic processes find their start on paper – interpreted
by the artist’s use of wheatpaste posters. Polymath Sketchbook will take the
form of a combination of performance art and wheatpaste recorded by video.
The execution of the performance will consist of the pasting of wheatpaste
posters, the removal of portions of the poster and then the addition of other
portions. The posters will be pasted onto boards configured in the shapes of
comic strip panels. The contents of these posters will draw from the provided
archives. The change of images on the boards will construct a rough timeline
narrative resembling the reflection on Alex Le Guma’s life.

“Perhaps it is more difficult than most imagine for a historian to speak of
memory, for one who practices this profession - and for what deep-seated
reasons? - whose essence is the act of juxtaposing debris of often barely
recognisable remembrances, which are then clad by the imagination in
order to conjoin them, to reconstruct an image, according to schema that
arise willy nilly, from oneself; to compose a figure that often stems less from
the past than from the historian’s dreams

Alex La Guma (20 February 1924 – 11 October 1985) was a South African
novelist, leader of the South African Coloured People’s Organisation (SACPO)
and a defendant in the Treason Trial, whose works helped characterise the
movement against the apartheid era in South Africa. La Guma’s vivid style,
distinctive dialogue, and realistic, sympathetic portrayal of oppressed groups
have made him one of the most notable South African writers of the 20th
century. La Guma was awarded the 1969 Lotus Prize for Literature.

The Proposed project by Scott Williams is called ‘Polymatch Sketchbook’ –
Alex Le Guma X Scott Eric Williams. The act of engagement with the archive
and creation of artworks from it is an attempt to draw emotion from the
raw historical data held in accession numbers, hard drives, cloud storage
and cabinets of all manner. Zakes Mda , in his speech at the Free State Art
Festival 2016, made a statement to that effect when he said that history
deals with the facts but historical fiction deals with the emotions around
events and dates.

Polymath Sketchbook - Scott Eric Williams X Alex La Guma, Wheatpaste performance. 2017

Fong Kong was originally a body of work created by
Scott Eric Williams. commissioned by The Free State
Art Festival for its 2018 program. The piece took on the
form of a performance combining Wheatpaste, Gqom
music, dance, fliers and woven shoelace costume. The
acvtivation occurred on 12 July 2018 on Hoffman Plein,
Bloemfontein CBD. The performance interrogates the
concept of ‘authentic citizens’ since the expression
‘Fong Kong’ refers to counterfeit streetwear sold on the
streets of South Africa. The intention of the piece is to
encourage South Africans to consider how we relate
to African migrants by using familiar forms of visual
communication which hint at the trade and labour
commonly associated with ‘refugees’.
To further embed the question of authenticity and the
use of culture the performance made use of dance as
well as Gqom music which faces its own issues related to
what is considered authentic culture. ‘Skeem Sa Dankie’,
a young award winning dance crew from Bloemfontein
were recruited to perform the dance aspect of the
performance and a young beatmaker, Tsetse, from
Khayelitsha, was commissioned to make two Gqom
soundscapes - Igizo and Movement.

*Gqom - A type of South African electronic music
*Igizo - Xhosa language slang term for the drug Ecstacy

Fong Kong, Performance. Vrystaat Kunstefees. 2018

The Woven Shoelace costumes created for
the Fong Kong performance are part of the
‘transmedia storytelling approach’ which
allows the work to be experienced in many
different forms. For the more traditional
gallery shows the costumes form the
installation titled ‘SALE’ which references the
common language used in shop fronts and
retail leaflets/inserts. The use of shoelaces
injects an element of street savvy and
autobiographical content

Fong Kong, Woven shoelace soft sculpture installation. 2018

PORTALS_

PORTALS, an exhibition by Scott Eric Williams & Friends,
combines the media of wheatpaste, woven shoelace sculpture,
performance, zine and video. The exhibition imagines a
scenario where the power to insert portals into public space
resides in the hands of someone as lowly as a municipal worker
or manual labourer. At its heart the exhibition is futurist and
urbanist in that it uses an afrospeculative scenario to explore
possibilities of equitable access to public space by those who
access the cities as predominantly cheap labour.
In keeping with the artists’ usual mode of working the
exhibition is collaborative and includes several collaborators.
Amongst the collaborators are participants of the “POORTE”
youth workshop who draw from the histories of the Dwarsriver
Valley to imagine what portals would look like to them.
The questions around what it sounds like when a portal is
activated are tackled by Grant Jurius and Charles Palm in two
separate sonic explorations. A dramatization of the insertion
of the portal is performed by the dancer, Thandiwe Mqokeli,
who wears a garment made in partnership with Lesiba
Mabitsela. Above all else, the exhibition is the first in a series
of activations which imagine positive reconfigurations of
realities by encouraging agency towards positive possibilities.

Pniel Open, performative installation. (With Thandiwe Mqokeli)2019

True Believers…
let's open a Portal!
What if the power to insert portals into public space was in the hands of
someone as humble as a municipal worker? At the centre of our story,
“POORTE” / PORTALS, is such a character – A futuristic manual labourer
who wears remixed, futuristic reflective overalls. By combining (for the
very first time) the artistic media of wheatpaste, performance, public art,
costume and video art – “POORTE” / PORTALS tries to bring this idea to
life.
One of my most memorable encounters with the question “What
if?” in a Sci-Fi environment is in the “What if?” series from Marvel
comics. Marvel comics are some of the greatest examples of fiction and
speculation so it was quite interesting to me to find that they dedicated
a line of comics to crazy scenarios that they didn’t have space for within
the crazy scenarios of their main titles! The value of wondering and
imagining the type of scenarios in the “real world” - such as a futuristic
labourer - is explained nicely by the author and social justice facilitator,
Adrienne Marie Brown, who wrote:

“Visionary fiction” is a term we developed to distinguish science
fiction that has relevance toward building new, freer worlds from
the mainstream strain of science fiction, which most often reinforces
dominant narratives of power. Visionary fiction encompasses all of
the fantastic, with the arc always bending toward justice. We believe
this space is vital for any process of decolonization, because the
decolonization of the imagination is the most dangerous and subversive

form there is: for it is where all other forms of decolonization are
born. Once the imagination is unshackled, liberation is limitless.”1
In South Africa – those who wear reflective overalls are usually the
poorest of the poor, cheap labour – those who are involved in the
backbreaking work of tarring our roads, sweeping our streets and of
course – “guarding” our cars. Under exceptional circumstances these
uniforms are associated with authority but overwhelmingly – these
uniforms are associated with the type of work nobody really wants
to do – the work you do when you have no other option.
Disruptive entrepreneurs like Seth Godin have long held that societal
programming requires for the bulk of society to fulfil the role of
cheap labour. These roles are associated with ‘garments of service’
which identify them as accessing the city in manners which are
acceptable in legislated forms. Adrienne was clearly talking about
flipping things dramatically on their head. This flipping finds itself
in other stories featuring portals as well. On the poster from the
recent series, Counterpart (2017-2019), the silhouettes of buildings
are inverted so that they appear upside down. In the series Stranger
Things (2016- ) the world through the Portal is called “The Upside
Down”. This inversion of the way things are -This turning of things
onto its head signals a shift. Our comic features a similar shift of
today’s realities in which people of colour and lower classes access
city spaces predominantly as cheap labour. On one hand the issue of
access to city spaces in an equitable way by people of all classes is
an Urbanist issue since “urbanism is not just the design of cities but
also of processes and transformative urbanism is concerned with
how those processes empower people.”2

“POORTE” / PORTALS tries to imagine such a contrasting shift
where the wearers of High-Viz clothing are no longer rendered
invisible but subvert the common associations of their garments

1 Adrienne Maree Brown, Octavia’s Brood: Science Fiction Stories from Social
Justice Movements
2 Monocle podcast - The Urbanist #223 - Professor Asseem Inam (Chair in Urban
Design, Cardiff University)

by controlling so much agency that they have more control over forms
of access into public space. To imagine these sorts of possibilities many
voices found their way into this comic – multiple outcomes /destinations
are represented. The location for the exhibition and its nearby areas
provide visual cues and evidence that fit the concept well. However, the
purpose of the conceptualization aimed for a largely positive outcome.
There are portals to collaboration, portals to suggesting new solutions
to problems, portals to a heightened sense of identity and portals into
the established art world for creative young people. Youths from the
Dwarsriver Valley region (Kylemore, Languedoc and Pniel) participated in
a workshop where they learnt about the colonial and pre-colonial history
of their region. They then interpreted these histories into wheatpaste
posters that represented their portals. The children’s artworks feature a
strong emphasis on the Dutch East India Company’s seeming appearance
through portals by means of ships, the once friendly trade relationships
between Dutch and Khoe, the pre-colonial resources in the forms of Flora
and Fauna, the indigenous cures of the Khoe people and the inescapable
exploitation of minerals and people by Cecil John Rhodes as the British
colonial mastermind.
In the process of researching the history of this region we came across
the research of Tracey Randle’s Winelands, Wealth and Work –
Transformation in the Dwarsriver Valley, Stellenbosch3 which detail these
histories in great depth.
Randle’s writings serve as an archival record of the marginalization,
“dispossession of indigenous inhabitants who once resided here, the
entrenching of colonial dominance and land use on the landscape, the
mediation of labour through slavery and later through an industrialised
demand for cheap labour.” The archival source from which Randle draws
validates the Urbanist direction of PORTALS’ futurist themes. In her
chapter, The inheritance of loss, she notes the following references as
sources for her research:
3 Winelands, Wealth and Work – Transformation in the Dwars River Valley, Stellenbosch.
Edited by Kees (C.S.) van der Waal. Published by UKZN Press (2014)

Parts of this chapter are based on a historical background review conducted by the
author for Urban Design Services (Andrew Berman and Jake de Villiers) for Portion 1
of Farm 1006 (Meerlust) as part of a Heritage Impact Assessment.
Western Cape Archives (WCA) A2250 (UWC). Opgaafrol for the Drakenstein District.
1692 and 1709. Jacobus van As.
WCA CDC 526 No. 3. Planning and establishment of Franschhoek Town. 1974 (population
figures)
WCA OSF Vol. 1, Part 2, No. 272. Deed of Grant to Hans Silverbag and Callus Louw,
dated 25 October 1690.

The archive’s story about the relation to the control of space and the access
thereto is unmistakeable. The manner in which these controls have been
imposed manifest in contemporary history as well. In South Africa these
legislated mechanisms took on such forms as The Group Areas Act (1950),
Native Land Act (1913) and currently oppressive forms of spatial policy
and property development which force the poor/working class to the city
periphery.
In the way that the records above influenced some parts of “POORTE” /
PORTALS and the youth workshops this comic becomes historical fiction to
some extent. We are hopefully creating a new series of epics by means of a
portal from past to present. Sol Plaatjie once wrote “It was the role of women
(mother, aunts, and grandmother) to transmit history or oral tradition” and in
his own life he received “these epics that he received from the women thru
mnemonic forms - proverbs etc.” For that reason it was only fitting that the
powerful character who inserts and opens portals in our story is a woman of
colour. (Played by Thandiwe Mqokeli)
All of the photographs from the collaboration with Thandiwe and the artwork
in this comic play out in public space– turning the street into the gallery – it
becomes part of the ‘theatre of the street’ where the dramas of survival play
themselves out. Often, as is the case globally, these performativities include
protests, riots, pickets and Toyi-Toyi (South African protest dances) Protest,
at its base, takes expression of dissatisfaction into the public arena in forms
which disrupt by speech and actions the status quo of regular and acceptable

public behaviour by the working class. In respect to theatrical costume
protests and groupings of protesters are identified collectively by their
dress.
The Punk protest movement of the 1970’s is an accessible way to
demonstrate this point. A contemporary internationally familiar example
is the Yellow Jacket movement in France which gained momentum
in 2018… and is still raging at the time of publication. These forms
of expression are met with violent responses and brute force from
governments and the assessments of these movements by critics are
often the words, “Aren’t there better ways for them to express their
grievances?” One could read that the suggestion is almost that these
protesters are accessing public space in inappropriate ways. While the
concept of space seems like an easy topic to academia – The feasible
ACCESS to this space remains a concern to people everywhere as it is
inextricably related to opportunities and prosperity. Through the use of
symbols in PORTALS the desire is to imagine garments as ‘technologies of
agency’ (although the intention is to make people visible, ironically they
form invisibility cloaks’) and also as forms of Rogue Urbanism.
In “POORTE” / PORTALS we are reimagining the archive, reimagining the
streets, reimagining the future. It might seem crazy but “If somebody
describes to you the world of the mid twenty-first century and it sounds
like science fiction, it is probably false. But then if somebody describes
to you the world of the mid twenty-first century and it doesn’t sound like
science fiction – it is certainly false.”4
The idea that the poor, the working class and people of colour will access
the city in equitable ways seems like a possibility that is quite far off.
Maybe the only way that seems like a possibility is to open a portal…
FIN
R.I.P Stan Lee...
Your imaginings gave me friends, identity and a place to hide as a little four-eyed boy.
You provided me with things to draw, heroism to aspire to...heck - even a bit of a moral
code. Thanks to you I even started making some real friends in the real world and
4 Zakes Mda – Sol Plaatjie Memorial speech. University of the Free State. 2016

began to relate to actual humans.
You created an incredible body of work and I wonder if I will see you in the
resurrection.
Goodbye Stan Lee. Farewell.

This issue’s Pop Culture references:
Series:
Counterpart, Stranger Things, Rick and Morty, Star Vs Evil, Justice League Unlimited,
Doom Patrol S1 E3, Star Trek, the Original Series – Season 3 E78 – “All Our
Yesterdays”, Twin Peaks (Original series), Star Trek Discovery
Movies:
Stargate, Being John Malkovich, Transformers 3, Spiderman – Into the Spiderverse,
Event Horizon, Ghostbusters 2, Donnie Darko, The Girl Who Leapt through Time
(2006), Interstellar, Arrival, Back to the Future
Music Videos:
Old Town Road – Nas X feat Billy Ray Cyrus
Games:
The Legend of Zelda - The Minish Cap

Trade & Access, woven shoelace sculpture. 2019

Trade & Access, woven shoelace sculpture. (detail) 2019

Genesis 3:19 / Shoestring budget
Genesis 3:19 / Shoestring budget is based on early lockdown
conversations in March 2020.
The art work came about as a product of conversations with
regular South Africans and their concerns related to the
lockdowns enforced by the South African authorities in an
attempt to stem the increase of COVID 19 infections.
When asked about their views my neighbors replied, “It’s
tough my brother, we are struggling to buy bread”. The
artwork is a representation of a bread clip, an object, which
is associated with bread by the working class. The ability or
inability of identify the object is often telling of one’s class
in society. The naming of the piece with the Bible scripture
is reference to the hard labour in which the working class
is engaged to earn a living. The term ‘shoestring budget’ is
a term used to describe the limited means with which the
same blue collar workers need to meet their daily needs.
Shoestring is also another name for shoelaces - which are the
main material for this sculptural art work.

CV
Tertiary Education
Currently enrolled inMasters in Visual Studies at The University of Stellenbosch
Certificate In Managing Cultural Organizations in times of Transition (Goethe
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Andrew Mellon Foundation Fellowship winner at University of 		
Stellenbosch (2019)
Founding Member of Burning Museum Art Collective. Participation
in various exhibitions with my collective: Centre for African 		
studies UCT, Brundyn+, Bag Factory, Gallery MOMO amongst others.
Performing at the Vrystaat Kunstefees, South Africa – Fong Kong (2018)
Attending the Situate Lab, Tasmania (2018)
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Exhibitions
August 2020 – Tactile Visions, Woven. RMB Turbine Art fair showcase.
June 2020 - KWAAI Vol.3 – Eclectica Contemporary, Cape Town
September 2019 – Underline, Museum of Art and Design, Johannesburg
July 2019 – Textile, Dyman Gallery, Stellenbosch
July 2019 – PORTALS_, Gallery of University of Stellenbosch
May 2019 – White City, Ashley Walters (Collaborative work)

December 2018 – KWAAI – Eclectica Contemporary, Cape Town
August 2018 – November 2018 – Geumgang Nature Art Biennale 2018
Video Exhibition ‘Wind’, Korea
November 2017 - Auckland Studios Open Studios
June 2017 – M.U.T.E Youth Jam exhibition. Delft, Cape Town
May 2017 – What Art is For. 196 on Victoria Gallery. Woodstock, Cape
Town
March 2017 – Booknesses Exhibition. FADA Gallery. University of the
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
January 2017 – Alex La Guma X Scott Eric Williams – “Polymath Sketchbook”
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Youngblood Arts and Culture Development. Cape Town, South Africa
November 2016 – Waiting and Hope Curatorship examination exhibition.
Curated by Twahiru Sabuni. Binding room, UCT Michaelis
February 2016 – THAT Art Fair. Collective booth curated by Palesa Motsumi
December 2015 – PUSH machine, Zine exhibition (curated by Skye
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September 2015 – Cover Version – Gallery MOMO, Cape Town (Burning
Museum collaboration with George Hallett)
September 2015 – Launch of African Consciousness Institute (Pop- up
exhibition), Gallery MOMO, Cape Town
August 2015 – Boundary Objects – Kunsthaus Dresden, Dresden, Germany.
December 2014-February 2015 – Fortunes Remixed. Group Travelling
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November 2014 – Plakkers – group exhibition, Brundyn+
May 2014 – Movement (Independent Group show), South Gallery
Woodstock
November 2013 – LAND (GORDON INSTITUTE FOR PERFORMING AND
CREATIVE ARTS) – City Hall (Collaboration with Refilwe Nkomo) Role:
Production, Installation, Communications and Logistics
August 2013 – Currency and Curiosity – Joule City, Resonance Bazaar,
Cape Town (Group Show)

August 2013 – TO LET – Burning Museum Collective show, Centre for African
Studies Gallery, University of Cape Town
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January 2018 “WANTED, A Blesser”, Street Capture, Gallery University
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Cape Town
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Portals solo exhibition
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2018 Images of Displacement, District Six Homecoming Centre
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